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ABSTRACT

A thermal Wilson loop for a model with two gauge fields

associated with the same gauge group is discussed Deconfinenent

appears at high temperature. We-cannot however specify the

colour of the deconfined matter. I^VM

Key-word: High temperature.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The advent of the quark physics brought a new experimental

parameter referred to as colour. The experimental results have so far

revealed colour in three types and with a confinement structure.

This is bringing a new situation to physics. The most natural

way that appears to understand such a situation is to observe

regions where deconf inement can take place. This may be possible

by exploring hadronic matter in wider environments, in particu

lar at high temperatures or at hi<jh baryon densities.

QCD is being considered the theory to approach culoui eon

finement. It shows that at high temperature thermal excitations

produce a plasma of quarks and gluons which screens the colour

electric flux 11]. The infrared behaviour of QCD at high tem-

perature is controlled by the spacelike components of thegluun pro

pagator, which develops a colour magnetic mass (2). However,

it is not experimentally clear which meaning the electric and

magnetic masses would have. There is also a problem that, since

the magnetic mass is of order,g2T (g is the gauge coupling con-

stant and T the temperature), higher orders perturbative calcula

tions give increasing infrared divergences. According toRef.[7),

the interquark potential at high temperature can be perturbative

ly evaluated only up to the order g10.

The main effort in this paper is to investigate the pos

sibility of obtaining deconfinement if one starts at zero tern-

perature with a gauge invariant mass term for the gauge bosons.

The whole approach is based on a gauge invariant Lagrangian in-

volving two gauge fields associated with the same group. Those
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fields, A and B , have the following transformation lawst

and

Ap —> UA^tT1 • | i a y ü > c r * Cl.a)

—> uiyT1 * |oMu)u"
1 ii.

which yields the field-strength tensor G* given by

One can therefore propose the following gauge Lagrangian

The way of associating the two families of gauge fields,

A° and B*, to the matter fields will depend on the buildinq

blocks which are adopted by the model. If the quarks are con-

sidered as such, then we associate different gauge fields to

different quark families. Another class of model would be based

on a kind of preonic structure called colorful stones [3].

There, fermionic and bosonic colour matter fields are associated

to A* and B* respectively.

Our main purpose is the calculation, through the therakil

Wilson loop, of the interparticle potential (quark-antiquarkor

stone-antistone) at high temperature the Lagrangian proposed

in Eq. (3) gives rise to. This is done in Section 2. A section

of conclusions follows where our main results are discussed

(Section 3).
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2 THE INTERPARTICLE POTENTIAL

The thermal Wilson loop, <Trft(x)>, can be taken as an

order parameter to study the transition from a confined to an

unconfined phase as the temperature Increases. For the ease

of two gauge fields associated to a common gauge group, the

thermal Wilson loop is given by

<Trfi(x)> » <TrTexp{ig J dxAa[A*(x,x) • B*(x,x)]}>, (4)

o

where it is assumed that the system is placed in a heat bath at a

physical temperature x * T. The expectation value is taken over the

gauge fields A*(T,X) and B*(x,x), whose dynamics is here as-

sumed to be described by a pure Yang-Mills Lagrangian without

additional matter fields. The integral over the Euclidean time

in Eq. (4) is actually an integral over a closed path due to

the periodic conditions Aa(O,x) * A*(3,x) and B* (0,x) =B*(tf,x).

T stands for the time ordering and \a are the matrices repre-

senting the generators of the non-Abelian gauge group. We de

fine the symbol Tr » ' Iffip̂  in such a way that Tr I » 1, I

being the identity matrix and d(R) the dimensionality of the

representation R.

The termal Wilson loop is related to the free energy of

an isolated colorful matter (relative to the volume).

(5)

where Fc is the free energy of the isolated colorful matter,
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The free energy, P -, of a colorless matter pair is given by

<Trfl+(x).Trfl(y)>, _ (6)

where we refer to P - « V(x - y) as the Interaction potential

for colour and anticolour matter. Here, it should be mentioned

that we are considering the static potential approximation.

The presence of two gauge fields leads automatically to the

existence of three kinds of interparticle potentials: they are

F - p - and P - . They describe interactions with different me-
CACA CBCB CACB

diating processes. For instance, the former involves only

gauge fields of the type A*, whereas the latter involves yauijo

bosons of both kinds, A* and B*.

Since the running coupling constant, g(T), vanishes as

the temperature goes to infinity, perturbative calculations

are reliable at sufficiently high temperature. We calculate

below the two-point function of the thermal Wilson loop of

Eq. (6) by means of a perturbative expansion.

+ -». + ' - , ft a a •*• a + ,
<Trfl (x).Trfl(y)> » <TrTexp{-ig I drA IA 0(T,X) * B O ( T , X ) ) } .

o

.TrTexpUgj dt'A*' ÍA®(TJ"") +B*' CiJy)J}>,
o (7)

where 7 means anti-time ordering prescription.

Notice also that

<Trn*(x).Trn(y)> » <Trfl*(x)Trfi(y)> • <Trfl+(x)><Trfí(y)>, (6)
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where the subscript c stands for the connected part of the

two-point function of the thermal Wilson loop. Considering up

to order gH, ".

<Tril*(x).TrftA(y)>c t* ̂ Tr(X8Xto)Tr (X*'xb«I).

.<T | dT ] |dT 2AJj(T,x)A^(T 2/x)T ídxjí dt JAJJ (T J ,y) A b (T J ,y) >.

Similarly <TrílJ(x)Trf2B (y) >c.<TríI*(x)TrílB (y) >c and

<Tri2_ (x)TrQ.(y) > . The Feynman diagrams giving the lowest or

der contribution to these two-point functions are those depic

ted in Fig. 1.

Using the finite temperature Feynmah rules, one can cu_li

culate that the graphs of Fig. (1b) and ifg. lib*) wonL

with the following expression

o o B e

(iü)

where

(11)
with

2 lilt

n H

Taking the Fourier transform,
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(p-lc)

where N*
(2n)*aa(16N2)

k2

A(B)
b1

A(B)

b
AlB)

o

A(B)

(c)

A

A

B

B

(b)

for SU(N)

FI6.1

[ (p-jc)

(a*)

(b»)

(12)

B

Diagrams contributing to the connected 2-point function of the

thermal Wilson loop to order g". The wavy lines represent the

gauge field propagators. The solid lines represent the time

A B

axis. The mixed proagator »*wwv*»«». contributes with

(b) and (b*).
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By using result

o o 6 o

•%- f -for n « 0, m = 0,

0 ,• for other cases,

one can write that

• •

i^ini J-m^mi

(13)

]J

which finally yields

and

(>

In a very similar way, we have evaluated the contribu-

tions of the diagrams of Fig. (la) and Fig, (la*), The results

we have got are the following:

and
. - * • • * .
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3 CONCLUSIONS

The meaning of colour confinement is a trend for particle

physics. A natural way to get some understanding of it would

be by looking for regions in nature where deconfinement may

occur. IN QCD, this feature appears at high temperature or for

high densities [5]. This means that at early stages of the

universe evolution or in the interior of neutron stars quarks

could be deconfined.

We have been considering a proposition to approach co-

lour different from that of QCD. It is however also based on

the existence of three colours. The motivation of this paper

was the study of the behaviour of colour confinement at high

temperature in this alternative framework. This new programme

can be realized through two different classes of models, ac-

cording to our choice of building blocks. The dynamics in this

case is realized through Lagrangians that involve two gauge

fields in the same group. One possibility is to consider quarks

as the elementary colourful structures, but different quark

families would be associated with different gauge bosons. In

another model, quarks and leptons are composed by more funda

mental structures referred to as colorful stones [3,4]. These

stones can be of both types, bosonic and fermionic. Each fam

ily of different statistics is associated to a different gauge

fields.

The method employed to calculate the interquark poten-

tial was the thermal Wilson loop. Lagrangian (3) yields three

types of potentials, describing the interaction between par-
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ticles of the same family, F - and P - f or between parti
ACA CBCB

cles of different families, F - . Eqs. (6) and (16) yield
CACB

(x-y)2

and

-g*K. t1"*6 " . L l ? (20)
; (x-y)2

where k - N "]

The interaction potentials of Eqs. (18) and (19) tend to zero

for a very large distance between the interacting particles,

meaning therefore deconfinement.

The model based on the twelve colorful stones is struc-

tured just over the colour. It can be thought of as a color-

ful big-bang. Therefore, it becomes interesting to investigate

what happens at high temperature. Basing the dynamics of such

a model on the Lagrangian of Eq. (3), what one gets is that at

high temperature the colorful stones are deconfined. One could

then immediately argue with which colour the deconfined struc
i

tures would appear. The answer cannot be given through the

thermal Wilson loop method, since it yields a colourless po-

tential.

In experimental terms, deconfinement of the colorful

building blocks could mean the possibility of measuring colour.

However, we should say that we are not completely sure whether

such a measurement is compatible with the quantum interpreta-

tion of the theory. The reason being that the colour cl
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which appear to define superselection rules, do not. commute

with each other due to the non-Abelian structure of the gauge

group. In view of that, it would perhaps be more sensible to

ask, first of all, whether or not the colour charges can ap-

pear as observables of the theory. Or even more, one should

firstly investigate if it is possible (without contradicting

the quantum interpretation) to realize physical states with

a non-vanishing value of the colour charges. This chain of ar

guments leads unavoidably to a more fundamental question: is

the deconfinement of the colorful building blocks compatible

with a quantum-mechanical interpretation of the theory?

As a final comment, we would like to point out, as it
t

is known, that the time-component of the gauge fields develop

an electric mass, n»el» arising from the loop corrections to

the zero-zero component of the gauge boson self-energy, whereas

the space components give rise to a magnetic mass, m . How-

ever, since in this paper we perform calculations only up to

the order g1*, these invariant loop corrections do not appear.

Going to the next order, it would be expected to have an e-

lectric mass m . = f(m,T) and a magnetic mas m * g(m,T).
» A , III*» {£

They will bring a different feature to the Debye screeninq cut

off when compared to the one given in Ref. [6]. Finally, no

tice that if m s 0, we recover the result of Ref. [6] and the

expression (17) vanishes.
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